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Abstract
Textual Opinion summarization aims to concentrate and refine the text data so as to generate a summary of the text regarding the
expressed opinion. We collect and annotate an English multi-document corpus on product reviews, which provides a basic resource
for the research on textual opinion summarization. Specifically, we incorporate the opinion and helpful information into the
Cluster_HITS model to consider the impacts of them. Experimental results show that the proposed method apparently outperforms
baseline in terms of ROUGE measurement.
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1 Introduction

work by selecting a subset of existing words, phrases, or
sentences in the original text to form the summary. In
contrast, abstractive methods build an internal semantic
representation and then use natural language generation
techniques to create a summary that is closer to what a
human might generate. Such a summary might contain
words not explicitly present in the original. We use extraction approach in this paper.
Unsupervised method is the mainstream approach to
Opinion summarization. In [9], the authors collect and
annotate a Chinese multi document corpus on product
reviews. Then, a novel PageRank framework to generate
opinion summarization is proposed，with the advantage of
considering both the topic relation and opinion relation
among reviews. Experimental results on the corpus demonstrate that the proposed method substantially outperforms
existing approaches in terms of ROUGE measurement.
Reference the annotation method of [9], we annotate 30
topics of English comment corpus in this paper, then experiment using opinion and quality information based on
Cluster_HITS model to Opinion Summarization.

E-commerce has changed our life style, many E-commerce
sites, such as Amazon and Taobao, is the electronic commodity exhibition and trading platform, and allows users to
comment on goods. These comments can not only provide
shopping reference to potential users, but also help manufacturer analysis and understand the market response. The
hot commodity often has hundreds of thousands of comments, which may include poor quality or even irrelevant
comments. Reading these comments is time-consuming
and laborious work. Text summarization can help users
read quickly and efficiently. But text summarization focuses on scientific and technical literature and news et al.
User comment texts are brief, subjective and have diversity
styles, its structure is flexible and loose. Opinion Summarization is summarizing the views and emotion of users, in
order to help users digest the emotional information of
comment text. Opinion Summarization can help users
better understand a lot of emotional information in Internet,
and can provide support for the search engine, question
answering system, topic detection and tracking etc.
The research of Opinion Summarization can be divided
into two categories depending on the output: one category
is outputting the features of the commodity, such as opinion target, opinion word, opinion holder and so on [1, 2];
the other is extracting a series of ordered sentences to
represent comments [3,4].At present there are few research
and this paper mainly focus on it. The traditional study of
opinion summarization is searches for the optimum sentence sequence by extracting and ordering sentences present in the input document set with high score calculate by
opinions and the coherence score [5,6]. Actually, in comment text, sentiment is related with the topic of sentence.
Recently sentiment analyses are focusing on the classification of the emotional tendency [7,8], and there is few
research about summarization of the textual emotion.
Generally, there are two approaches to automatic summarization: extraction and abstraction. Extractive methods
*

2 Cluster_HITS Model
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS; also known as
hubs and authorities) is a link analysis algorithm that rates
Web pages, developed by Jon Kleinberg [10]. The idea
behind Hubs and Authorities stemmed from a particular
insight into the creation of web pages when the Internet
was originally forming; that is, certain web pages, known
as hubs, served as large directories that were not actually
authoritative in the information that it held, but were used
as compilations of a broad catalog of information that led
users directly to other authoritative pages. In other words, a
good hub represented a page that pointed to many other
pages, and a good authority represented a page that was
linked by many different hubs [11].Authority and hub
values are defined in terms of one another in a mutual
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recursion. An authority value is computed as the sum of
the scaled hub values that point to that page. A hub value is
the sum of the scaled authority values of the pages it points
to. Some implementations also consider the relevance of
the linked pages.
The algorithm performs a series of iterations, each
consisting of two basic steps:
Authority Update: Update each node's Authority score
to be equal to the sum of the Hub Scores of each node that
points to it. That is, a node is given a high authority score
by being linked to pages that are recognized as Hubs for
information.
Hub Update: Update each node's Hub Score to be equal
to the sum of the Authority Scores of each node that it
points to. That is, a node is given a high hub score by linking to nodes that are considered to be authorities on the
subject.
In this paper, HITS model only consider the relation
between sentence and cluster, we call it Cluster_HITS
model. In this model, hubs is the topic center of cluster
algorithm obtained, authorities is the sentence of text, as
shown in FIGURE 1.

Hub(t 1) ( si ) 

of

( t 1)
Authcluster
(c j ) 

In text summarization, start by building a directed
graph G=<S,C,Esc>，S is the set of sentences of with some
theme (authorities)，C is the set of cluster hubs(hubs),
Esc = { si j | si ∈ S,cj ∈ C} presentment the relation of sentence
and cluster. The value of es c is depend on  i j ,  i j is
i j
similarity of the sentence si and cluster cj, we use cosine
similarity algorithm to compute the similarity of si and cj.
For iterator (t  1)th , sentence si ’s authority node value
(t )
Authclusters
(c j )
Hub(t 1) (si ) and the hub of cluster node value.
are determined separately by the authority and hub node of
iterator t th , see the Equation (1) and (2)
c j C

( t 1)
Authclusters
(c j )    ij Hub(t ) ( si )

(4)

Because the corpus of opinion summarization is rare, so
we collect 30 topics of product comments from amazon,
each topic contain positive and negative comment. The
comments include electronic product comments, book
comments, movie comments and household item comments. Each Topic contains 500 texts comments, including
the content of comment, the score of author and the vote
information of other people for the comment, i.e., how
many people think this comment is useful. The more
people vote for the comment, the better quality of this
comment.
The text must be segmented by sentence before automatic summarization. Then we choose 3 annotators dependently annotate text opinion summarization each topic. The
criterion of extract summarization is choosing the comment sentence which opinion and content are apparent frequently. Form each topic we choose 120 words as summarization. Figure 2 gives the result of on annotator about
“Kingston 8 GB Class 4 SDHC Flash Memory Card
SD48GB”.

FIGURE 1. Cluste_HITS model.

(t )
Authclusters
(c j )

(c j )

3.1 TEXTUAL OPINION SUMMARIZATION CORPUS

Sentences

ij

( t 1)
cluster

3 Textual Opinion Summarization based on
Cluster_HITS

and



 Auth

For numerical computation of scores, the initial scores
of all sentences and clusters are set to 1 and the above
iterative steps are used to compute the new score until
convergence. Finally, we get the sentence score
Score(si)=Hub(sj), namely we use the authority scores as
the saliency scores for the sentences. The sentences are
then ranked and chosen into summary.

sentences

Hub(t 1) ( si ) 

( t 1)
Authcluster
(c j )

c j C

relationship
cluster

(3)

si S

Clusters

The

Hub(t 1) ( si )
 Hub(t 1) (si )

The speed rating and its small capacity and its low
price make this an ideal choice for picture frames and
some of the less expensive cameras and camcorders.
This gives us a massive amount of storage capacity
and has worked without a hitch. Speed is good
enough and works great. Nice and quick data
transfer, love the plastic case it comes with, and the
locking feature on the side of the card itself. A quality
product at a good price. One thing you need to
consider is that it's a SDHC card, that won't work an
all devices and won't be read by a standard SD card
reader, you'll need a SDHC reader. Great card, very
reliable with more than enough space for occasional
RAW shooting.

(1)
(2)

si S

In order to guarantee the convergence of iteration form,
(t )
Hub(t 1) (si ) and Authclusters
(c j ) are nominalized after

FIGURE 2. An example of our corpus.

After labelling, we have carried on the statistics to the
corpus. Table 1 gives the compression ratio of statistical

each iterator as Equation (3) and (4).
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results, and Table 2 gives some statistics of manual annotation.
In table 1, Original Sentence is the total number of 30
topics of the corpus. Marked sentence is the average number of manual annotation results in 30 topics’. Sentence
compression ratio is made by marked sentence and Original sentence.
In Table 2, Author (123) indicates the person who
annotated the English corpus. Total sentence is sentence
numbers chosen by every author. Average sentence is the
average number of sentence of these topics. Total words
are total number of every author of the chosen sentences in
these 30 topics. Average words are the average number of
words in these topics.
Artificial abstract is very subjective and the annotation
results certainly exists some subjective differences, because the annotation is made by people with different
semantic understanding and knowledge background. If the
annotation result is very different, it is controversial,
subjective and little believable. Otherwise, it is little controversial, subjective and believable.
We used the ROUGE toolkit for evaluation, which has
been widely adopted for automatic summarization evaluaTABLE 1







Countmatch (n  gram)
Count (n  gram)

Where n stands for the length of the n-gram, and count
match (n-gram) is the maximum number of n-grams cooccurring in a candidate summary and a set of reference
summaries. Count (n-gram) is the number of n-grams in
the reference summaries. ROUGE toolkit reports separate
scores for 1, 2, 3 and 4-gram, and also for longest common
subsequence co-occurrences. Among these different
scores, unigram-based ROUGE score (ROUGE-1) has
been shown to agree with human judgment most. We show
three of the ROUGE metrics in the experimental results:
ROUGE-1 (unigram-based), ROUGE-2 (bigram-based),
and ROUGE-W (based on weighted longest common
subsequence).

Marked
sentence
688

Sentence compression
ratio
0.27%

number of
words
1920973

Total sentence
238
199
251

Average sentences
7.93
6.63
8.37

Marked number of
words
11059

word compression
ratio
0.58%

Total words
3637
3276
4146

Average words
121.23
109.2
138.2

ROUGE value of manual annotation

language

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-L

ROUGE-W

ROUGE-SU4

English

0.409

0.136

0.383

0.173

0.154

We use ROUGE toolkit* to measure the summarization
performance, which is widely applied for summarization
evaluation. It measures the quality of a summary by counting the unit overlaps between the candidate summary and
a set of reference summaries. The full explanation of the
evaluation toolkit can be found in [12]. In general, the
higher the ROUGE scores, the better summarization
performance. Table 3 give the performance of human
annotators by ROUGE value.

information, the middle layer is a sentence level, and the
bottom is the clustering layer. In this model, clustering
center, opinion information and review of helpful
information is the central node (hubs) and the sentence is
the authoritative node (authorities).
Opinion information

Helpful information

Extension

3.2 FRAMEWORK OF OPINION SUMMARIZATION
In this section, the experiment uses Cluster_HITS to carry
out the research. This paper will combine the sentence
information, opinion information and helpful information
through the model as Figure 3. The model considers the
relationship between sentence, clustering, the emotional
relationship of sentences and quality information of the
sentence. In this model, the upper layer is the extension,
including opinion information and review of the helpful
*

(5)

SRe fSum n  gramS

Manual annotation data statistics

author
Author1
Author2
Author3
TABLE 3

ROUGE  N 



SRe fSum n  gramS

The statistic results of corpus

original
sentence
250516
TABLE 2

tion. It measures summary quality by counting overlapping
units such as the n-gram, word sequences and word pairs
between the candidate summary and the reference summary. ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall measure computed as
Equation (5):

Sentence

Cluster

FIGURE 3 Cluster_HITS model with emotional and
quality information.

http://www.berouge.com/Pages/default.aspx
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Using this model we revise the value of authorities and
hubs in the follow way.
Hub(t 1) ( si ) 



c j C



o j O

ij

4 Experimental Results

(t )
Authcluster
(c j ) 

(t )
Authopinion
(o j ) 

ij

and helpful information to Cluster_HITS model.



h j H

( t 1)
Authcluster
(c j )    ij Hub(t ) ( si )

ij

(t )
Authhelpful
(h j )

The corpus used in this experiment of this chapter is from
English comments of 30 topics. Manual annotation will be
evaluated by ROUGE-1.5.5. The scale of summarization
for English is 120 words. We get opinion information by
the MALLET machine learning toolkit, use maximum
entropy supervision method, and set all parameters of
classification algorithm as default.
We give three reference systems in order to compare
them with the summarization based on Cluster_HITS
model. The systems explain as follow:
 Random: The sentences will be selected randomly in
every topic, which will be the text sentiment. The
results of report are an average of randomly 20 times'
selections because of the random of results.
 MaxSim: We choose the most similar sentences to
others in every topic to construct the text sentiment
abstract of this topic.
 Human: The result of text sentiment abstract selected
from every topic artificially.

(6)

(7)

si S

( t 1)
Authopinion
(o j )   ij Hub(t ) ( si )

(8)

( t 1)
Authhelpful
(h j )   ij Hub(t ) ( si )

(9)

si S

si S

In Equation (6), Hub(t 1) (si ) is the t+1 times value of
( t 1)
authority node of the sentence. Authcluster
(c j ) is the t+1 times
( t 1)
value of the clustering center node. Authopinion
(o j ) is the t+1
( t 1)
times value of the affective information node. Authhelpful
(h j )
is the t+1 times value of review of quality information
node.
The sentences in this model construct the feature vector
based on Unigram. In Equation 6, for iterator (t+1),

4.1 ADD OPINION INFORMATION
In the Cluster_HITS algorithm, the numbers of cluster are
shown in the Table 4. In the experimental process, the
reported experimental data by the K-means are an average
value of 20 experiments, because the K-means algorithm is
random.

( t 1)
Hub(t 1) (si ) indicate the authority node value, Authcluster
(c j )
( t 1)
indicate the hub of cluster node value. Authopinion
(o j ) is the
( t 1)
opinion information of center node. Authhelpful
(h j ) is the
(
t 1)
helpful information of center node. Authopinion
(o j ) and
( t 1)
Authhelpful (h j ) presentation emotion feature and comment
quality feature separately. aij is the weight of emotion

TABLE 4

feature, and ij is the weight of comment quality. In
order to guarantee the convergence of iteration form,
( t 1)
( t 1)
( t 1)
Hub(t 1) (si ) , Authcluster
(c j ) , Authopinion
(o j ) and Authhelpful
(h j )
are nominalized after each iteration as Equation (10)-(13).
Hub(t 1) ( si ) 

Hub(t 1) ( si )
 Hub(t 1) (si )

(10)

( t 1)
Authcluster
(c j )

 Auth

( t 1)
cluster

c j C

( t 1)
Authopinion
(o j ) 

(11)

( t 1)
Authopinion
(o j )

 Auth

( t 1)
opinion

o j O

( t 1)
Authhelpful
(h j ) 

(c j )

(o j )

(12)

( t 1)
Authhelpful
(h j )

 Auth

h j H

( t 1)
helpful

(h j )

Types

Chinese

English

Numbers Of Topic

200

500

K-means

15

30

AGNES

15

30

During the experiment, different number of clusters
have a certain influence on the experiment, so this article
choose a better number of clusters to make K-means and
AGNES also get a good effect. In the Chinese corpus, the
numbers of K-means and AGNES clustering are both 15
and the numbers are both 30 in the English corpus.
After making sure the number of clusters, this article
compared the result of Cluster_HITS method based on
emotions and other summarization method. The results of
English abstract are respectively given in Table 5. And
Figure 4 to 7 give the influence of opinion feature with
different feature weight value to textual opinion summarization results.
Kmeans_HITS and AGNES_HITS on the table refer to
the basic Cluster_HITS algorithm using K-means clustering algorithm and AGNES clustering algorithm. ME and
Term means emotion detection by using maximum entropy
classification methods and emotion detection Term-counting methods. In Table 5, on ROUGE-1, consider the
method of topic information between sentences and does
not consider the topic information of the Random rate, the
average increase is 2 percentage points. The further integration of the subject information and opinion information,
summarization effect is nearly 2 percentages than only

si S

( t 1)
Authcluster
(c j ) 

Clusers of Cluster_HITS

(13)

In the Equations above, C is cluster node set, O is the
opinion information set, H is comment helpful information.
After modify the Equation, we can combine the opinion
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considering the topic effect. The other metric of summarization also has the corresponding improvement. This
shows that in the text opinion summarization, opinion relevance are equally important as topic relevance, and the
relationship between them has important influence on the
summarization result.
TABLE 5

In the course of the experiment we found that the
change of "opinion" feature weight has effect at opinion
summarization. Figure 4 to 7 shows the summarization
results with different weights of the opinion feature.
Because the Kmeans_HITS changed obviously, so only the
results of the experiment are given in the below.

Results of English text sentiment abstract based on Cluster_HITS

Method

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-L

Random

0.3116

0.0409

0.2850

0.1221

0.0909

MaxSim

0.3258

0.0536

0.2871

0.1246

0.1068

Kmeans_HITS

0.3314

0.0604

0.2963

0.1286

0.1103

AGNES_HITS

0.3330

0.0544

0.2966

0.1273

0.1084

Kmeans_HITS_ME

0.3607

0.0778

0.3249

0.1427

0.1293

Kmeans_HITS_Term

0.3640

0.0869

0.3323

0.1467

0.1322

AGNES_HITS_ME

0.3600

0.0860

0.3263

0.1442

0.1342

AGNES_HITS_Term

0.3616

0.0847

0.3292

0.1458

0.1358

Human

0.4092

0.1357

0.3828

0.1731

0.1538

In Figure 4 to 7, ME and Term show the text sentiment
results of emotion detection of maximum entropy classification method and Term-counting method respectively.
Similar to the PageRank method, when the "opinion"
feature weight increases, the rate of accuracy increases.
When reaching the peak point, feature weight increases
again, the effect on the decline. Moreover, the data in the
figure also shows that adding opinion information, textual
opinion summarization results are better than without
opinion information. Further illustrate that the opinion
information is helpful for summarization and we can't only
considered the opinion information when extract opinion
summary.

ROUGE-SU4

4.2 ADD HELPFUL INFORMATION
The comment quality is irregularity because lack of edit
and manager. The comment with high quality is helpful for
user to recognize the product and have reference value.
While the low quality comments even irrelevant to the
topic, this comment is no reference value.We use the Kmeans cluster algorithm to clustered text into 30 topics.
Table 6 gives the result of the opinion summarization
Cluster_HITS. The opinion detect is used word count
method, and set the weight of opinion feature as 2.0.
Feature weight of helpful is calculated by the total comlog(total comments)
ments as h+
.
2

0,405
0,39
0,375

ROUGE_2

ROUGE_1

ROUGE-W

0,36
0,345
0,33
0,315
0,3

0,1
0,09
0,08
0,07
0,06
0,05
0,04
0,03
0,02
0,01
0
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5

feature weight value of opinion

feature weight value of opinion

FIGURE 5 Results of ROUGE-2.

FIGURE 4 Results of ROUGE-1.
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ROUGE_W

ROUGE_L

0,36
0,345
0,33
0,315
0,3
0,285

0,15
0,14
0,13
0,12
0,11
0,1

0

0,27
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5

1

2

3

4

feature weight value of opinion

feature weight value of opinion
FIGURE 7 Results of ROUGE-4.
FIGURE 6. Results of ROUGE-3.

EnBi-Rank-ME
TABLE 6

EnBi-Rank-Term

Results of text Opinion summarization add helpful information

Method

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-L

ROUGE-W

ROUGE-SU4

Kmeans_HITS

0.331

0.060

0.296

0.129

0.110

Kmeans_HITShelpful

0.351

0.074

0.319

0.140

0.126

Kmeans_HITSTerm

0.364

0.087

0.332

0.147

0.132

Kmeans_HITSTerm,helpful

0.376

0.093

0.343

0.152

0.140

Human

0.409

0.136

0.383

0.173

0.154

Kmeans_HITSTerm,helpful is Kmeans_HITS method
adding opinion information and helpful information. The
data in Table 6 shows that summarization result after
adding helpful information increased by 1 percentage
points in ROUG-1, and with other criteria also increased.
This proves that the readers are more inclined to believe
that the quality of a good comment, and the comment
quality is helpful to textual opinion summarization.

Amazon. Then we give a Cluster_HITS model for
unsupervised textual opinion summarization. As for
textual opinion summarization, we incorporate opinion
and helpful information in the Cluster_HITS model
respectably to consider the impacts of them. Experiment
result shows that the opinion and quality information is
useful for opinion summarization.
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